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Abstract

Introduction

The inability of Large Language Models (LLMs) to communicate uncertainty is a significant barrier to their use in medicine. Before LLMs can be integrated into patient care, the field must assess methods to measure uncertainty in ways that are useful to physician-users.

Objective

Evaluate the ability for uncertainty metrics to quantify LLM confidence when performing diagnosis and treatment selection tasks by assessing the properties of discrimination and calibration.

Methods

We examined the discrimination and calibration of Confidence Elicitation, Token-Level Probabilities, and Sample Consistency metrics across GPT3.5, GPT4, Llama2-70B and Llama3-70B. Uncertainty metrics were evaluated against three datasets of open-ended patient scenarios.

Results

Sample Consistency methods outperformed Token Level Probability and Confidence Elicitation methods. Sample Consistency by sentence embedding cosine similarity achieved the highest discrimination performance with poor calibration, while Sample Consistency by GPT annotation achieved the second-best discrimination with more accurate calibration. Nearly all uncertainty metrics had better discriminative performance with diagnosis questions rather than treatment selection questions and verbalized confidence (Confidence Elicitation) was found to consistently over-estimate model confidence.

Conclusions

Sample Consistency methods are the optimal metrics for assessing LLM uncertainty for the tasks of medical diagnosis and treatment selection. We suggest Sample Consistency by sentence embedding cosine similarity if the user has a set of reference cases with which to re-calibrate their results, and Sample Consistency by GPT annotation if the user does not have reference cases and requires accurate raw calibration. Our results also confirm LLMs are consistently over-confident when verbalizing their confidence through Confidence Elicitation.

Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have garnered significant interest from the medical community because of their abilities to analyze text data and generate useful responses. 1-4 LLMs have already demonstrated impressive question-answering accuracy that rivals physicians for key tasks such as diagnosis and treatment selection. 5,6 Nevertheless, despite this potential, a major obstacle to the use of language models in patient care is their difficulty expressing uncertainty. 7

In medicine, assessing the uncertainty of a proposed diagnosis or treatment is integral for proper patient care. The clinician must decide whether there is sufficient confidence in an answer to make a definitive management decision such as prescribe a medicine or recommend surgery
which have associated risks. LLMs use probabilities to generate text, but they may state answers confidently even if the underlying probability of its response has substantial uncertainty. Therefore, before LLMs are integrated into patient care, the field must assess methods to measure LLM response uncertainty in a way that is useful to physician-users.

Uncertainty measurement is similarly important for the development of LLM applications that use Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG). RAG is a popular technique to increase LLM accuracy and reduce hallucinations when a language model is asked a question outside the scope of its training data. RAG searches a library for any text that can be used as helpful context to better answer the question outside of its base knowledge scope. A key challenge of modern LLM systems is selectively deploying RAG only when a model is uncertain of an answer, otherwise extra context provided by RAG can errantly lead the model into an incorrect response. A standard best practice for assessing model uncertainty is not yet established, therefore evaluation of methods to estimate LLM uncertainty are important for building medical LLM-RAG systems.

In this study we compare three methods of uncertainty measurement: Confidence Elicitation, Token-Level Probabilities, and Sample Consistency among large language models GPT 3.5, GPT-4, Llama2-70B, and Llama3-70B for both their discrimination and calibration properties in estimating model uncertainty for the clinical reasoning tasks of medical diagnosis and treatment selection.

**Background**

**Discrimination and Calibration**

Uncertainty metrics are evaluated from the perspective of two properties: Discrimination and Calibration. Discrimination is the ability of an uncertainty measure to differentiate between correct and incorrect answers, essentially how accurate the metric is in determining whether the LLM is correct for a given question. In medicine, discrimination is often measured by odds ratio. In computer science, uncertainty discrimination is often measured by Receiver Operating Characteristic Area under the Curve (ROC AUC), acknowledging that uncertainty measures are a surrogate for true uncertainty probability. Calibration goes a step further and is the property of an uncertainty metric that assesses if the predicted probability of correctness agrees with the observed probability. Calibration can be evaluated by a calibration plot as well as Expected Calibration Error and Brier’s Score.

Frequently an uncertainty metric can demonstrate strong discrimination but poor calibration, which drastically reduces the utility of the metric for a clinician. For example, a model may give higher certainty to correct responses compared to incorrect responses but is overconfident in its uncertainty measure across responses. If the uncertainty metric suggests 99% confidence that the response is correct, but the observed accuracy is only 80%, this may lead a clinician to make inappropriate decisions, such as prematurely concluding a patient has a specific diagnosis when there is still a sizable chance of other diagnoses. Therefore a useful prediction metric should demonstrate both strong discrimination as well as accurate calibration in order to be clinically useful.

**Uncertainty Metrics**

Our work builds on existing literature of LLM uncertainty measures in the fields of arithmetic, logic and symbolic reasoning. Methods of uncertainty determination are split into three categories: Deterministic, Sample Consistency and Ensemble methods (Figure 1). Deterministic methods are uncertainty measures that are calculated from one forward pass of a model. Sample Consistency methods are measures calculated from multiple forward passes of a single model, comparing similarity of responses (called consistency) to estimate uncertainty. Finally, Ensemble methods are measures calculated from a collection of single forward passes from multiple models, also comparing similarity of responses to estimate uncertainty. Ensemble methods are expensive in terms of computation time and cost, which are especially compounded for medical applications that require HIPAA level security. As a result, Ensemble methods are impractical for clinical use and thus will not be included in our investigation.
Deterministic Methods

The two most common deterministic uncertainty measures that can be calculated from a single forward pass of a model are Confidence Elicitation (CE) and Token-Level Probabilities (TLP).

Confidence Elicitation (CE) is the method of directly prompting the model to verbalize its degree of uncertainty on a scale from 0 to 100. Rivera et al., Xiong et al., and Zhou et al. have evaluated Confidence Elicitation for the tasks of common sense reasoning, arithmetic reasoning, symbolic reasoning, and misinformation identification. Their investigations demonstrate that two-step Confidence Elicitation performs better than one-step Confidence Elicitation. Two-step Confidence Elicitation is the process of having a model generate a response to a question, and then resubmit the entire question-response to the model when performing Confidence Elicitation (see Figure 2).

Token-Level Probabilities (TLPs) are the other family of deterministic methods. TLP measures use generated token probabilities of an LLM response to calculate an uncertainty metric. Most commonly the uncertainty measure is calculated from the average, maximum, or minimum of generated token probabilities, however more complex methods considering the semantic
importance of each token have also been proposed.\textsuperscript{27} Figure 3 demonstrates how Token Level Probability measures are calculated from a model response.

![Figure 3. Example of Token Level Probabilities and how they can be leveraged to calculate uncertainty measures.](image)

**Sample Consistency Methods**

Sample Consistency (SC) methods leverage the stochastic behavior of LLMs to estimate uncertainty from inter-response agreement. Frequently Sample Consistency (also called Self-Consistency) methods are used to increase a model’s question-answering accuracy, but they can also be used to estimate uncertainty. The same prompt is run on a model multiple times and inter-response agreement (consistency) is used as a measure of uncertainty. The basic premise of SC methods is that a confident model will return similar answers with a high degree of agreement between answers, whereas an uncertain model will return drastically different answers (illustrated in Figure 4). Historically Sample Consistency methods were performed using Monte Carlo drop out, however given the size and complexity of LLMs along with their natural stochastic behavior, such methods are impractical and are not used.\textsuperscript{28}

![Figure 4. Demonstration of Sample Consistency (SC) methods. Multiple forward passes of a model for the same question are completed and the responses are compared for agreement. Higher similarity correlates to higher certainty.](image)

Methods for measuring inter-response agreement include human annotation, cosine similarity between sentence embeddings, or BLEU score.\textsuperscript{17,18}
Methods
Overview
In this study we evaluate three methods of uncertainty measurement for questions evaluating diagnosis and treatment selection clinical reasoning tasks. We evaluate Confidence Elicitation (CE), Token Level Probabilities (TLP) and Sample Consistency (SC) methods. Clinical reasoning questions are taken from three datasets: MedQA25, the New England Journal of Medicine Case Report Series30, and a custom dataset developed by authors JW and TS which we will refer to as the Stanford dataset. The LLMs evaluated in this study are GPT 3.5, GPT-4, Llama2-70B, and Llama3-70B.

Uncertainty Measures Evaluated
Two-step Confidence Elicitation
Two-step Confidence Elicitation (CE) in this investigation will follow the methods outlined in Figure 2, where the model first generates a response to a question and then the entire question-response is resubmitted to perform Confidence Elicitation. We employ the same prompts as published by Zhou et al31 along with a system prompt encouraging the model to assume the role of an expert physician. Prompts can be found in supplemental information I. Full code can be found in Supplemental Information II and III.

Token Level Probabilities
Token Level Probabilities will be used to calculate two uncertainty metrics: (1) average token probabilities of the LLM answer and (2) the minimum token probability of the tokens included in the LLM answer. Full code can be found in Supplemental Information II and III.

Sample Consistency
Sample Consistency methods will be performed on 15 forward passes per question to assess inter-response agreement. A sample size of 15 was chosen because the investigation by Manakul et al32 demonstrated a plateau in Sample Consistency performance beyond a sample size of 15.

To assess inter-response agreement, we will use two objective methods: GPT-4 annotation and sentence embedding distance17 (Table 1). In GPT-4 annotation, GPT-4 was asked to identify the most common response and tally the number of responses that agreed with the most common response. The tally acted as the inter-response agreement and corresponding uncertainty metric. The GPT-4 prompts used are provided in Supplemental Information VI.

Sentence embedding distances were the other method used to assess inter-response agreement. Sentence embedding models convert LLM text responses into a numeric vector representation that summarizes the semantic meaning of the text response. These numeric vectors (embeddings) of an LLM response can then be compared to one another via quantitative metrics such as cosine similarity. In our experiment, we used sentence embeddings to determine the final answer as the response with the embedding closest to the average of all 15 sentence embeddings. Inter-response agreement was then determined by composite cosine similarity over all the sentence embeddings. Sentence embedding models e5-small-v2 and S-PubMedBERT were chosen because of their strong performance in the recent medical coding validation study by Excoffier et al.33 Full code can be found in Supplemental Information V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Consistency Method</th>
<th>Final Answer Determination</th>
<th>Uncertainty Measure (Response Similarity Measure)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPT-4 Annotation</td>
<td>Most common response</td>
<td>Fraction of responses with the most common response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(via GPT-4 interpretation)</td>
<td>(via GPT-4 interpretation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Embedding a. e5-small-v2</td>
<td>Response with the embedding closest to the average.</td>
<td>Composite Cosine Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. S-PubMedBERT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of Sample Consistency (SC) measures of inter-response agreement.

LLMs and Parameter Settings
The models to be evaluated in this study are GPT 3.5, GPT 4, Llama2 70B, and Llama3 70B, chosen to survey multiple generations of popular closed source and open source models. GPT-4 was accessed via API between March 7th and March 23rd, 2024. GPT-3.5 was accessed via API between May 16th and May 20th. Llama2 70B chat and Llama3 70B instruct were downloaded via huggingface and hosted on two A100 GPUs for question response and token probability generation, and then accessed via API for confidence elicitation.

LLM settings of top_p and top_k were kept at their respective baseline settings for each model. Temperature settings were trialed at three settings (0, 0.5 and 1.0), except for SC methods which were only trialed at settings of 0.5 and 1.0 because a temperature setting of 0 did not provide sufficient answer variability for inter-response comparison. Notably Llama temperature is unable to be set exactly at 0, so temperature was set at 0.01. Temperature settings higher than 1.0 produced disorganized responses on preliminary queries and therefore were not included in this investigation.

Seed for GPT 3.5 and GPT 4 prompts was set at 1, except for self-consistency where the 15 forward passes of the model had a seed corresponding to their index between 1 and 15.

Datasets
The MedQA test set questions were screened to only include US Medical Licensing Exam Step 2 and 3 questions (Supplementary information V). Only Step 2 and 3 questions were chosen because of their emphasis on evaluating general clinical reasoning and knowledge. The dataset totaled 416 questions, where 179 questions evaluated diagnostic clinical reasoning and 239 questions evaluated treatment selection clinical reasoning skills. Questions were modified to be open ended rather than multiple choice to better simulate real clinical decision making and true calibration measurement.

The New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) Case Report Series was used to test the task of diagnosis. The 200 most recent case reports before January 25th 2024 were included in this dataset. The case scenario before expert interpretation was given to the model as input, and the expert’s diagnosis was used as the gold standard answer. Title and DOI information of case reports included can be found in Supplemental Information V.

The custom Stanford dataset consisted of 105 patient scenario questions which were developed to assess both diagnosis (54 questions) and treatment decision making (51 questions), modeled after USMLE step 2 and 3 board exam questions. The patient scenarios pertain to general medicine, inspired by challenging clinical cases encountered on general internal medicine wards by author TS, assessing practical knowledge of internal medicine. All patient specific details have been changed and edited, retaining no original or identifying information. The dataset underwent quality control by two board certified internal medicine physicians.

Questions where the model generated an error response were not included in our analysis. The most common reasons a question was not included in the analysis were either the prompt exceeded the model’s context length or the LLM produced a response with incorrect formatting that prevented identification of a single articulated answer. The number of questions per dataset included in the final analysis can be found in Table 2 and full model responses can be found in Supplemental Information V.

Prompting
The prompts used for each dataset are provided in Supplemental Information V and are adapted from Savage et al. The prompts used CoT and few shot strategies, except for the Llama2 NEJM analysis because the Llama2 token limit prevented use of these prompting strategies. Different few-shot examples were used for diagnosis and treatment selection questions.

LLM Response Evaluation
LLM responses for the NEJM dataset were evaluated by three board certified Internal Medicine physicians, whereas the MedQA and Stanford datasets were evaluated by three MD/MBBS physicians. Each question was evaluated by two blinded evaluators and if there was disagreement in the grade assigned, a third evaluator determined the final grade. Any response that was felt to be equally correct and specific to the provided gold standard answer, was marked as correct. Physicians used UpToDate, MKSAPP, and StatPearls to verify accuracy of answers when needed. The graded files are provided in Supplemental Information V.
Uncertainty Measure Statistical Evaluation

Discrimination was evaluated by logistic regression odds ratio and Receiver Operating Characteristic Area Under the Curve (ROC AUC). An odds ratio p-value threshold of 0.0025 was used to reflect multiple hypotheses (multiple uncertainty measures) by Bonferroni Correction. ROC AUC confidence intervals (95%) were calculated using the sklearn python package with 4000 bootstrapped samples. An ROC AUC cut off of 0.7 was used to distinguish acceptable discriminative ability,40 and only uncertainty measures meeting this threshold were analyzed for calibration.

Calibration was evaluated by calibration plots as well as Expected Calibration Error and Brier Scores. Expected Calibration Error and Brier Scores were calculated using the same methods as described by Rivera et al24 with 10 bins. Statistical analysis code is included in Supplemental Information VIII.

Results

Llama2 and Llama3 achieved average accuracies of 14% and 26% respectfully on the NEJM dataset, 22% and 48% for the curated MedQA dataset, and 21% and 55% on the Stanford dataset (Table 2). GPT 3.5 and GPT 4 achieved average accuracies of 23% and 32% respectfully on the NEJM dataset, 49% and 69% for the curated MedQA dataset, and 51% and 62% on the Stanford dataset (Table 2). Overall, the NEJM dataset seemed to be the most challenging, while the MedQA and Stanford were less difficult. Our accuracies for the MedQA and NEJM datasets are different than other reported investigations using the same datasets41–44 because our study used open ended questions instead of multiple choice questions and used only a subset of the MedQA test set questions that evaluate diagnostic and treatment selection clinical reasoning skills at a Step 2 and 3 level rather than the entire test set.

Interrater agreement was 93% over all datasets, with a Cohen Kappa Statistic 0.85 representing strong agreement amongst graders. Full grades can be found in Supplemental Information V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Llama2</th>
<th>Llama3</th>
<th>GPT-3.5</th>
<th>GPT-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp 0.0</td>
<td>14% (104)</td>
<td>32% (73)</td>
<td>39% (154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp 0.5</td>
<td>16% (155)</td>
<td>35% (75)</td>
<td>49% (104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp 1.0</td>
<td>14% (104)</td>
<td>34% (73)</td>
<td>47% (104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Consistency (Multiple Runs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Temp 0.0</td>
<td>14% (155)</td>
<td>31% (73)</td>
<td>48% (104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Temp 1.0</td>
<td>12% (155)</td>
<td>38% (73)</td>
<td>55% (104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12% (155)</td>
<td>30% (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>12% (155)</td>
<td>39% (73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Accuracy of each language model for all datasets by method of model query. Accuracy is reported by a percentage, the number in parentheses is the number of questions answered and analyzed.

Discrimination

Evaluation of each uncertainty method’s ability to discriminate between correct and incorrect answers was first investigated using odds ratios (Table 3). Across all models, Sample Consistency methods largely show statistically significant discrimination. Token Level Probability measures show statistical significance inconsistently, more frequently with the GPT model family rather than the Llama model family. Confidence Elicitation methods show less discriminative ability with early model versions (GPT 3.5 and Llama2) but demonstrated relatively consistent significant difference with newer model versions (GPT 4 and Llama3).
Table 3. Odds ratio (OR) via logistic regression with p values in parentheses. Statistically significant results beyond our p value threshold of 0.0025 are bolded.

Sample Consistency methods are colored green, Token Level Probability (TLP) methods are colored orange, and Confidence Elicitation methods are colored blue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GPT 4 OR</th>
<th>GPT 3.5 OR</th>
<th>Llama3 OR</th>
<th>Llama2 OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>et Temp 0.5</td>
<td>1.9+001</td>
<td>5.7+001</td>
<td>3.9+001</td>
<td>1.1+007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>et Temp 1.0</td>
<td>5.4+001</td>
<td>7.6+001</td>
<td>2.2+001</td>
<td>13+001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMedBERT Temp 0.5</td>
<td>6.8+001</td>
<td>8.4+001</td>
<td>3.1+001</td>
<td>3.2+001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMedBERT Temp 1.0</td>
<td>6.8+001</td>
<td>4.6+001</td>
<td>2.8+001</td>
<td>7.8+001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT Temp 0.5</td>
<td>12+001</td>
<td>6.2+001</td>
<td>2.1+001</td>
<td>2.5+001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT Temp 1.0</td>
<td>22+001</td>
<td>9.1+001</td>
<td>2.1+001</td>
<td>1.8+001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLP Temp 0.5 Average</td>
<td>1.4 (0.1)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLP Temp 0.5 Low</td>
<td>1.7 (0.0)</td>
<td>2.8 (0.0)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.0)</td>
<td>4.7 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLP Temp 0.5 Average</td>
<td>2.1 (0.6)</td>
<td>15 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLP Temp 1.0 Average</td>
<td>3.1 (0.0)</td>
<td>8.7 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.4 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Temp 0 - 0</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Temp 0 - 0.5</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Temp 0 - 1.0</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Temp 0.5 - 0</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Temp 0.5 - 0.5</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Temp 1.0 - 0</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE Temp 1.0 - 1.0</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discrimination was also evaluated using Receiver Operating Characteristic Area Under the Curve (ROC AUC), finding a few uncertainty measures reached our ROC AUC threshold of 0.7 (Figure 5 and 6). Overall Sample Consistency methods generally outperformed Token Level Probability and Confidence Elicitation methods for both diagnosis and treatment selection tasks, with the exceptions of Llama3 for diagnosis (Confidence Elicitation) and Llama2 for treatment selection (Token Level Probabilities). Top performing Sample Consistency methods achieved ROC AUC values for diagnosis and treatment selection tasks respectively of 0.77 and 0.68 for GPT 3.5, 0.79 and 0.71 for GPT 4, 0.77 and 0.56 for Llama2, and 0.68 and 0.75 for Llama3.

Early generation models (GPT 3.5 and Llama2) demonstrated better discriminative ability by ROC AUC with Token Level Probability methods rather than Confidence Elicitation. In contrast later generation models (GPT 4 and Llama3) had worse Token Level Probability discrimination and better performance with Confidence Elicitation. No change in discriminative performance was observed between different temperature settings within each uncertainty metric family.

Figure 5. Receiver Operator Characteristic Area under the Curve with 95% Confidence Intervals for questions assessing diagnostic clinical reasoning. Sample Consistency methods are colored green, Token Level Probability (TLP) methods are colored orange, and Confidence Elicitation (CE) methods are colored blue.
Figure 6. Receiver Operator Characteristic Area under the Curve with 95% Confidence Intervals for questions assessing treatment selection reasoning. Sample Consistency methods are colored green, Token Level Probability (TLP) methods are colored orange, and Confidence Elicitation (CE) methods are colored blue.

Discriminative performance for diagnosis tasks was higher than for treatment selection tasks (Figures 5 and 6). This trend was observed for nearly all uncertainty metrics except Sample Consistency by e5 Sentence Embedding with Llama3.

Calibration

Calibration analysis was performed for uncertainty measures that met our discrimination ROC AUC threshold (0.7) for the task of diagnosis. Calibration plots in Figure 7 show GPT annotation showed the most accurate calibration amongst Sample Consistency methods, most closely approximating perfect calibration (represented by the black dashed line). In contrast Sample Consistency methods that used sentence embeddings via composite cosine similarity demonstrated poor calibration due to their limited range of values (Figure 7). Composite cosine similarity values clustered between 0.8 and 1.0, significantly limiting the calibration of embedding-based measures. This limitation is reflected in their respective Expected Calibration Error (ECE) and Brier’s scores, where GPT annotation yielded lower (better) scores for both metrics (Figure 8).

Token Level Probability measures reached our ROC AUC threshold with GPT 3.5 at temperature settings of 0.5 and 1.0, and were included in our calibration analysis. Both Token Level Probability average and minimum demonstrated accurate calibration, with similar Expected Calibration Error and Brier’s scores to Sample Consistency GPT Annotation (Figures 7 and 8).

Confidence Elicitation measures reached our ROC AUC threshold with GPT 4 at temperature settings of 0.5 and 1.0, and were also included in our calibration analysis. Confidence Elicitation measures demonstrated more accurate calibration compared to Sample Consistency sentence embedding methods (e5 and PubMedBERT), but had less accurate calibration than GPT Annotation by both Expected Calibration Error and Brier score (Figures 8).
**Figure 7.** Calibration plots for uncertainty metrics measuring diagnosis tasks with an ROC AUC greater than 0.7. Calibration plots compare the model’s confidence metric against the observed accuracy. Perfect calibration is denoted by the dashed black line.

**Figure 8.** Calibration measures of Expected Calibration Error and Brier Scores for uncertainty metrics measuring diagnosis tasks that met our discrimination ROC AUC threshold for the task of diagnosis. A lower score closer to zero indicates more accurate calibration. Sample Consistency methods are colored green, Token Level Probability methods are colored orange, and Confidence Elicitation methods are colored blue.

**Discussion**

The results of our investigation show Sample Consistency (SC) methods largely have the best discriminative ability amongst the uncertainty metrics evaluated for the medical tasks of diagnosis and treatment selection. Token Level Probabilities and Confidence Elicitation methods generally demonstrated worse discrimination, with ROC AUC values frequently below our threshold of 0.7, rendering them less clinically useful. Therefore our results suggest Sample Consistency methods should be the primary uncertainty measures used for medical applications.

Amongst the Sample Consistency methods evaluated, GPT annotation had the most accurate calibration. Uncertainty prediction via Sample Consistency with GPT annotation correlated well...
with observed accuracy, a valuable attribute that provides the clinician a tangible and actionable estimate of the model’s uncertainty. In contrast sentence embedding – cosine similarity Sample Consistency methods (e5 and PubMedBERT) demonstrated high discrimination but poor calibration due to their clustering of values between 0.8 and 1.0 (Figure 7). This irregular range of values did not correlate well with observed accuracy and makes sentence embedding – cosine similarity Sample Consistency methods less actionable for clinicians. Therefore, unless the user has a large number of reference cases available to re-calibrate a metric via binning, GPT annotation is the optimal Sample Consistency method that balances strong discrimination with accurate calibration.

The limitations of Sample Consistency methods as an uncertainty metric are computational cost and time. Sample Consistency methods require multiple times more compute because the model must be run many times to calculate inter-response agreement. These limitations make Sample Consistency methods a poor choice for tasks that are time sensitive or occur frequently. Though the discriminative ability of Sample Consistency methods are impressive, their superior performance must be weighed against their resource requirements.

Discrimination results stratified by clinical reasoning task (Figures 5 and 6) found most uncertainty metrics studied had better discriminative ability for diagnosis questions compared to treatment questions. This finding identifies a potential limitation of current LLM models and uncertainty metrics, that they may be ill-equipped to assess treatment selection scenarios. This deficit may be due to limitations in language model training data, where text detailing diagnostics is more prevalent than text discussing treatment selection. Alternatively, this finding could be explained by the nature of treatment selection questions, where there are often many semi-correct treatments options but only one “best” choice. The presence of multiple semi-correct treatments may limit the model’s internal mechanisms to identify whether a suggested treatment is ultimately correct or incorrect. Regardless of the mechanism, our findings suggest caution when using uncertainty measures for treatment selection tasks.

Our investigation also validates concerns within the medical community that LLMs are overconfident when answering medical questions. Calibration plots shown in Figure 7 as well as Supplemental Information VII show Confidence Elicitation methods are nearly universally overconfident. Therefore we advise physicians to be cognizant that LLM frequently state responses with overconfidence, especially when using simple uncertainty measures such as Confidence Elicitation, and to use caution when integrating LLMs into patient care workflows.

The strengths of our investigation are a robust investigation of uncertainty metrics over four LLMs and three datasets. We also use free response questions where previous studies have been limited to multiple choice questions.\(^5,17,23,47\) This allowed for a unique evaluation of calibration measurement that more closely simulated clinical practice.

A limitation of our study is that our investigation was limited to only US-centric question sets and the English language, therefore we cannot generalize our findings to non-English languages and non-US centric question sets. Furthermore, we cannot generalize our findings for models that are fine-tuned on medical text. We hope that future studies can iterate on our proposed metrics and use our open dataset as a benchmark for additional evaluation.

**Conclusions**

Sample Consistency methods have superior discrimination as a measure of LLM uncertainty compared to Token Level Probabilities and Confidence Elicitation for clinical reasoning tasks of diagnosis and treatment selection. Sample Consistency by sentence embedding cosine similarity yields the best discrimination of the measures evaluated, while Sample Consistency by GPT annotation has better balance between discrimination and accurate calibration. Furthermore we advise caution when using Confidence Elicitation methods, as we find LLMs are consistently over-confident, which may mislead medical providers.
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**Supplemental Information I**

Two-step Calibration Elicitation prompts, adapted from Zhou et al:\(^3\):

**System Prompt**

You are an expert physician, asked to rate the uncertainty of an answer.

**Prompt**

**Question Prompt**

**LLM Provided Answer**

Your task is to rate the uncertainty of the proposed answer on a score from 0 to 100, where 0 represents definitely uncertain and 100 represents definitely certain. Please, only answer with your score.

**Supplemental Information II**

Generation code for GPT 3.5 and GPT-4. File available on figshare:

**Supplemental Information III**

Generation code for Llama-2 and Llama-3. File available on figshare:

**Supplemental Information IV**

Prompts used in this study:

**Base Prompt used for the MedQA and Stanford dataset Diagnosis Questions**

Answer the diagnosis or management question below. First we provide two examples. Write your answer in brackets (ex [Answer]).

Example Question 1:
Shortly after undergoing a bipolar prosthesis for a displaced femoral neck fracture of the left hip acquired after a fall the day before, an 80-year-old woman suddenly develops dyspnea. The surgery under general anesthesia with sevoflurane was uneventful, lasting 98 minutes, during which the patient maintained oxygen saturation readings of 100% on 8 L of oxygen. She has a history of hypertension, osteoporosis, and osteoarthritis of her right knee. Her medications include ramipril, naproxen, ranitidine, and a multivitamin. She appears cyanotic, drowsy, and is oriented only to person. Her temperature is 38.6°C (101.5°F), pulse is 135/minute, respirations are 36/min, and blood pressure
is 155/95 mm Hg. Pulse oximetry on room air shows an oxygen saturation of 81%. There are several scattered petechiae on the anterior chest wall. Laboratory studies show a hemoglobin concentration of 10.5 g/dL, a leukocyte count of 9,000/mm³, a platelet count of 145,000/mm³, and a creatine kinase of 190 U/L. An ECG shows sinus tachycardia. What is the most likely diagnosis?

Rationale:
The patient had a surgical repair of a displaced femoral neck fracture. The patient has petechiae. The patient has a new oxygen requirement, meaning they are having difficulty with their breathing. This patient most likely has a fat embolism.

Answer: [Fat Embolism]

Example Question 2:
A 55-year-old man comes to the emergency department because of a dry cough and severe chest pain beginning that morning. Two months ago, he was diagnosed with inferior wall myocardial infarction and was treated with stent implantation of the right coronary artery. He has a history of hypertension and hypercholesterolemia. His medications include aspirin, clopidogrel, atorvastatin, and enalapril. His temperature is 38.5°C (101.3°F), pulse is 92/min, respirations are 22/min, and blood pressure is 130/80 mm Hg. Cardiac examination shows a high-pitched scratching sound best heard while sitting upright and during expiration. The remainder of the examination shows no abnormalities. An ECG shows diffuse ST elevations. Serum studies show a troponin I of 0.005 ng/mL (N < 0.01). What is the most likely cause of this patient's symptoms?

Rationale:
This patient is having chest pain. They recently had a heart attack and has new chest pain, suggesting he may have a problem with his heart. The EKG has diffuse ST elevations and he has a scratchy murmur. This patient likely has Dressler Syndrome.

Answer: [Dressler Syndrome]

Real Question:
Base Prompt used for the MedQA and Stanford dataset Treatment Selection Questions

Answer the diagnosis or management question below. First we provide two examples. Write your answer in brackets [ex. [Answer]].

Example Question 1:
A 39-year-old woman is brought to the emergency room by her fiance for severe abdominal pain for the past 5 hours. She was watching TV after dinner when she felt a sudden, sharp, 10/10 pain at the epigastric region that did not go away. Ibuprofen also did not help. She reports recurrent abdominal pain that would self-resolve in the past but states that, “This one is way worse.” Her past medical history is significant for diabetes and an appendectomy 2 years ago. The patient endorses nausea and 1 episode of emesis, but denies fevers, chills, chest pain, shortness of breath, diarrhea, constipation, urinary symptoms, paresthesia, or weakness. She used to smoke marijuana in college and drinks about 2 beers a week. A physical examination demonstrates an overweight woman in acute distress with diffuse abdominal tenderness. Her vitals are within normal limits. Laboratory values are shown below:

- Hemoglobin: 12 g/dL
- Hematocrit: 34%
- Leukocyte count: 4,900/mm³ with normal differential
- Platelet count: 160,000/mm³

Serum:
- Na+: 138 mEq/L
- Cl−: 98 mEq/L
- K+: 4.8 mEq/L
- HCO3−: 25 mEq/L
- Glucose: 123 mg/dL
- Ca²+: 6.9 mg/dL
- AST: 387 U/L
- ALT: 297 U/L
- ALP: 168 U/L
- Lipase: 650 U/L (Normal 0–160 U/L)

What is the best next step in the workup of this patient?

Rationale: This patient is presenting with epigastric pain as well as transaminitis and elevated lipase. These findings are concerning for choledocholitiasis, cholangitis and gallstone pancreatitis. Given her absence of fever and chills the most likely diagnoses are gallstone pancreatitis and choledocholithi...
Example Question:
A 25-year-old woman presents to her gynecologist complaining of incontinence. She reports leakage of a small amount of urine when she coughs or laughs as well as occasionally when she is exercising. She denies any pain with urination. She underwent menopause 2 years ago and noted that this problem has increased in frequency since that time. Her history is significant for multiple vaginal births. Urinalysis, postvoid residual, and cystometry are conducted and all show normal results. The patient's vital signs are as follows: T 37.5°C, HR 80, BP 128/67, RR 12, and SpO₂ 99%. Physical examination is significant for pelvic organ prolapse on pelvic exam. What is a reasonable first step in the management of this patient's condition?

Rationale: This patient with a history of multiple vaginal births and incontinence presents with leakage of urine when laughing. Her gynecologic history and described symptoms are consistent with stress incontinence. The most appropriate treatment for stress incontinence would be to first teach the patient how to perform kegel exercises.

Answer: [Kegel Exercises]

Example Question 2:
A 54-year-old woman presents to her gynecologist complaining of incontinence. She reports leakage of a small amount of urine when she coughs or laughs as well as occasionally when she is exercising. She denies any pain with urination. She underwent menopause 2 years ago and noted that this problem has increased in frequency since that time. Her history is significant only for three uncomplicated pregnancies with vaginal births. Urinalysis, postvoid residual, and cystometry are conducted and all show normal results. The patient’s vital signs are as follows: T 37.5°C, HR 80, BP 128/67, RR 12, and SpO₂ 99%. Physical examination is significant for pelvic organ prolapse on pelvic exam. What is a reasonable first step in the management of this patient’s condition?

Rationale: This patient with a history of multiple vaginal births and incontinence presents with leakage of urine when laughing. Her gynecologic history and described symptoms are consistent with stress incontinence. The most appropriate treatment for stress incontinence would be to first teach the patient how to perform kegel exercises.

Answer: [Kegel Exercises]
After admission to the other hospital, examination by an infectious-disease consultant revealed severe exudative pharyngitis and ulcers mostly involving the upper and lower lips and anterior hard palate near the gumline. Pustular lesions mostly involved the face and back, although some were palpable on the right thigh; the palms and soles were not involved. At the request of the patient’s family, he was transferred to this hospital later that day.

The patient reported fevers, headaches, mild sinus congestion, myalgia in both thighs and calves, tender nodules on his shins, perianal pruritus, constipation that had lasted for 3 days, and weight loss of approximately 3.5 kg during this illness. He had a history of acne that differed from his current facial lesions, as well as “cold sores” and genital erosions that resolved spontaneously and dysphagia and occasional hematemesis for which esophagogastroduodenoscopic examinations (performed 15 months and 4 months earlier) reportedly revealed a lower esophageal ring, esophageal erosions, and possible eosinophilic esophagitis. He had had varicella infection (chickenpox) as a child and a previous chlamydia infection. Hydrocodone reportedly caused vomiting. He lived with roommates, owned two dogs, and worked in an office; a coworker had recently had an upper respiratory tract infection. He drank alcohol and smoked marijuana. He had been sexually active with multiple partners in the past year, sometimes with unprotected intercourse. He had traveled to Hawaii many months earlier. His father had hypertension and ulcerative colitis, and his mother had diverticulitis. He was of Native American and western European ancestry.

On examination, the temperature was 37.1°C, the blood pressure 144/87 mm Hg, the pulse 72 beats per minute, the respiratory rate 16 breaths per minute, and the oxygen saturation 97% while the patient was breathing ambient air. There were erythematous ulcers on the lips and hard palate, and the tonsils had white erosions on a red base. There was submandibular, cervical, and inguinal lymphadenopathy. There were scattered pink papules and plaques involving the trunk, thighs, and buttocks and multiple raised, erythematous nodules on both shins that were tender on palpation and had no underlying fluctuance. The patient had an ulcer on the left side of the glans penis (2 to 3 mm in diameter), similar ulcers on the scrotum, and a left perirectal ulcer (1 cm in diameter) with surrounding erythema. There were no bullae, target lesions, or lesions on the palms or soles. The remainder of the examination was normal. Blood levels of glucose, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, total protein, albumin, globulin, lactate dehydrogenase, and creatine kinase were normal, as were results of renal- and liver-function tests; other test results are shown in Table 1. Blood samples were obtained for culture. Urinalysis and a chest radiograph were normal. An electrocardiogram showed a normal sinus rhythm and nonspecific T-wave abnormalities.

A diagnostic procedure was performed.

[Rationale] This patient has oral ulcers, which can be associated with autoimmune and infectious diseases. The patient has a negative infectious work up and did not respond to antibiotics, which supports an autoimmune process. The patient has genital ulcers, which are associated with the autoimmune processes of Behcets disease. Nodules of the legs further support an autoimmune process such as Behcets disease. On examination, fever can be seen in systemic autoimmune processes such as Behcets disease. The rash is described as pustular, which can be seen in pathergy phenomenon, a highly specific sign for Behcets disease.

*Behcets Disease*

********

Real case:

Base Llama-2 Prompt used for the NEJM datasets

Read the initial presentation of a medical case below and determine the final diagnosis. Assume that all of the relevant details from figures and tables have been explained in the text. Provide a single, specific diagnosis for the case in less than 10 words. Clearly label your Answer in square brackets (ex. [Diagnosis: Cellulitis]).

********

Case:

Experimental Prompts

1) Read the initial presentation of a medical case below and determine the final diagnosis. Assume that all of the relevant details from figures and tables have been explained in the text. When providing your rationale, USE STEP-BY-STEP DEDUCTION TO IDENTIFY THE CORRECT RESPONSE. After you provide your rationale, provide a single, specific diagnosis for the case in less than 10 words.

Example Case:

A 25-year-old man was admitted to this hospital because of oral ulcers, rash, and odynophagia. The patient had been well until approximately 18 days before this admission, when mild sinus congestion developed. Sixteen days before this admission, repair of a labral tear of the right hip and
femoroacetabular impingement was performed, after which naproxen was administered. Approximately 8 days before this admission, pharyngitis, odynophagia, fevers, chills, and night sweats occurred. Three days later (5 days before this admission), the patient was seen by his physician at an outpatient practice. On examination, the tonsils were enlarged and erythematous, with crypt abscesses and anterior cervical lymphadenopathy; the remainder of the examination was normal. Amoxicillin was administered. The next day, the patient’s temperature rose to 38.6°C. The following day (3 days before this admission), he returned to his physician’s office. The temperature was normal, and the remainder of the examination was unchanged. The patient continued to take amoxicillin; however, fevers recurred. The following day (2 days before this admission), he returned to his physician’s office again. There was cervical lymphadenopathy and pustular discharge on the tonsils but no evidence of peritonsillar abscess. Testing for heterophile antibodies was negative; results of renal- and liver-function tests were normal, as were blood levels of glucose, calcium, total protein, albumin, and globulin. Other test results are shown in Table 1. Amoxicillin, amoxicillin–clavulanate was administered, and he returned home. Oral lesions, pain on swallowing, and scattered pustules on his face and trunk developed; the lesions progressed to involve his arms and legs. One day before this admission, the patient was seen by his physician for a fourth time. On examination, he appeared ill and lethargic; the temperature was 38.7°C, and there was a pustular rash on the face and torso. He was admitted to another hospital. The patient reported pain when swallowing that he rated at 8 on a scale of 0 to 10, with 10 indicating the most severe pain. Medications on admission were amoxicillin, amoxicillin–clavulanate, acetaminophen, oxycodone, ibuprofen, and, at bedtime, melatonin. The temperature was 38.8°C, the blood pressure 147/82 mm Hg, the pulse 110 beats per minute, the respiratory rate 22 breaths per minute, and the oxygen saturation 97% while the patient was breathing ambient air. The pharynx was erythematous, and the tonsils were erythematous and enlarged with crypt abscesses and a patchy exudate. There was bilateral anterior cervical lymphadenopathy. There was a pustule on the lower lip, as well as pustules with crusted centers and surrounding erythematous wheals involving the face, torso, arms, and legs. The lesions were dime-sized (approximately 18 mm in diameter) or smaller. The remainder of the examination was normal. Rapid testing of a pharyngeal specimen for streptococcal infection was negative, as was a monospot test for heterophile antibodies; the creatinine level and results of liver-function tests were normal. Other test results are shown in Table 1. Ampicillin, amoxicillin–clavulanate, hydromorphone, viscous lidocaine, acetaminophen, ibuprofen, and morphine were administered. Blood cultures remained sterile. During the first day, the temperature rose to 39.0°C. The day after admission to the other hospital, examination by an infectious-disease consultant revealed severe exudative pharyngitis and ulcers mostly involving the upper and lower lips and anterior hard palate near the gumline. Pustular lesions mostly involved the face and back, although some were palpable on the right thigh; the palms and soles were not involved. At the request of the patient, his family, he was transferred to this hospital later that day. The patient reported fevers, headaches, mild sinus congestion, myalgias in both thighs and calves, tender nodules on his shins, perianal pruritus, constipation that had lasted for 3 days, and weight loss of approximately 3.5 kg during this illness. He had a history of acne that differed from his current facial lesions, as well as cold sores, genital erosions that resolved spontaneously and dysphagia and occasional hematemesis for which esophagogastroduodenoscopic examinations (performed 15 months and 4 months earlier) reportedly revealed a lower esophageal ring, esophageal erosions, and possible eosinophilic esophagitis. He had had varicella infection (chickenpox) as a child and a previous chlamydia infection. Hydrocodone reportedly caused vomiting. He lived with roommates, owned two dogs, and worked in an office; a coworker had recently had an upper respiratory tract infection. He drank alcohol and smoked marijuana. He had been sexually active with multiple partners in the past year,
sometimes with unprotected intercourse. He had traveled to Hawaii many months earlier. His father had hypertension and ulcerative colitis, and his mother had diverticulitis. He was of Native American and western European ancestry. On examination, the temperature was 37.1°C, the blood pressure 144/87 mm Hg, the pulse 72 beats per minute, the respiratory rate 16 breaths per minute, and the oxygen saturation 97% while the patient was breathing ambient air. There were erythematous ulcers on the lips and hard palate, and the tonsils had white erosions on a red base. There was submandibular, cervical, and inguinal lymphadenopathy. There were scattered pink papules and plaques involving the trunk, thighs, and buttocks and multiple raised, erythematous nodules on both shins that were tender on palpation and had no underlying fluctuance. The patient had an ulcer on the left side of the glans penis (2 to 3 mm in diameter), similar ulcers on the scrotum, and a left perirectal ulcer (1 cm in diameter) with surrounding erythema. There were no bullae, target lesions, or lesions on the palms or soles. The remainder of the examination was normal. Blood levels of glucose, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, total protein, albumin, globulin, lactate dehydrogenase, and creatine kinase were normal, as were results of renal- and liver-function tests; other test results are shown in Table 1. Blood samples were obtained for culture. Urinalysis and a chest radiograph were normal. An electrocardiogram showed a normal sinus rhythm and nonspecific T-wave abnormalities. A diagnostic procedure was performed.

Rationale (REMEMBER TO USE STEP BY STEP DEDUCTION):
This patient has oral ulcers, which can be associated with autoimmune and infectious diseases. The patient has a negative infectious work up and did not respond to antibiotics, which supports an autoimmune process. The patient has genital ulcers, which are associated with the autoimmune process of Behcet’s disease. Nodules of the legs further support an autoimmune process such as Behcet’s disease. Symmetric arthralgias are seen in a majority of patients with Behcet’s disease. Fever can be seen in systemic autoimmune processes such as Behcet’s disease. The rash is described as pustular, which can be seen in pathergy phenomenon, a highly specific sign for Behcet’s disease.

Diagnosis:
Behcet’s disease is the most likely diagnosis.

Case:

Rationale (REMEMBER TO USE STEP BY STEP DEDUCTION):
Diagnosis:

2) Read the initial presentation of a medical case below and determine the final diagnosis. Assume that all of the relevant details from figures and tables have been explained in the text. When providing your rationale, USE STEP-BY-STEP DEDUCTION TO IDENTIFY THE CORRECT RESPONSE. After you provide your rationale, provide a single, specific diagnosis for the case in less than 10 words. Clearly label your Rationale in square brackets and then your answer in asterisks.

[Rationale]

*Answer*

Real case:

Supplemental Information V
Graded csv files.
Files available on figshare: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.25962529.v1.

**Supplemental Information VI**
Uncertainty Measure Generation Code Llama Models.


**Supplemental Information VII**
Uncertainty Measure Generation Code GPT Models.


**Supplemental Information VIII**
Statistical Calculations Code


**Supplemental Information IX**
Discriminative ROC AUC sub-analyses stratified by dataset and clinical reasoning task.

Files available on figshare: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.25962529.v1.

**Supplemental Information X**
Diagnosis task calibration plots for all Confidence Elicitation settings and models, demonstrating how large language models are frequently overconfident when answering medical questions.